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SPAIN: Tour Report

Our Doñana Hotel

Jan 15th ~ 22nd 2015

Doñana +Kingdom of the Iberian Lynx
Day 1:
SEVILLE AIRPORT  EL ROCIO (TAPAS)  MARISMAS  VILLAMANRIQUE  RURAL HOTEL
Our Gatwick Easyjet flight 5175 touched down punctually in Seville at 13.20, local time. The weather was cool, bright and sunny
certainly warmer than the frosty weather and flooded Gatwick roads that we had left behind. Cristian Jensen, our smiling Catalan Birdguide, was there to welcome us at the barrier. His roomy Mercedes Vito minibus swallowed up our luggage and we all sat back,
eagerly chatting about the adventure ahead. Unusually, we had been permitted to take a second vehicle, very carefully and
considerately driven (so said the clients inside!) by John Maskell.
I think it fair to say this was a gold star group for stoicism and observational skills, keeping to all the rules that are required when
seeking out wildlife. The photographers were in the right places at the right time and provided us with Lynx photographic records
without being at all intrusive. However the larger group did mean that getting all of us ‘on site’ when a Lynx appeared caused a major
round-up, being spread along almost a kilometre of track!
During the E5 motorway drive we noted Spotless Starlings on the wires, White Storks in the fields, Red Kite and a Booted Eagle
overhead and a troop of Azure-winged Magpies as we entered the area of Stone ‘Umbrella’ Pines. It was now 3.30pm and we were
eager for our typical ‘tapas’ lunch!
Where better to start our birding in earnest than the wetlands of El Rocío itself, so while the pre-ordered tapas lunch arrived, the group
with noses pressed to the huge picture windows, binoculars in hand, started logging the wildlife. White Storks and Greater Flamingos
were most obvious but Barn Swallows and House Martins were a surprise for us to see in January. Dinner was served! We had reserved
a long table overlooking the lagoon where lashings of local delicacies were brought with a friendly smile and an elegant flourish.
Calamari, tuna and tomato salad, local hams and shrimp fritters were enjoyed, so we were soon feeling like a snooze as the afternoon
sun glinted on the waters of the lagoon. Several well-dressed Andalucians were parading on horseback. This white-washed village is
the setting for the annual Gypsy Pilgrimage and even in the winter the place has a holiday ambience. Just a few steps through sandy
streets of this ‘Cowboy’ town brought us to the ornate pathway of the Paseo where we strolled along looking out across the seasonal
wetlands. Cristian explained that this area is shaped like a saucer, quite arid in summer covered with dry pasture, but soon floods when
the winter rain comes. This creates a rich ecosystem which attracts wintering wildfowl and spring passage migrants. For those who
enjoy Spanish and Geography the area comprises of Vetas and Vetones (high areas which do not flood), Ojos (Marshy lakes) linked by
Canos (channels).
With many eager pairs of eyes, the list of ducks and waders grew quickly. The smart Pintails were admired, two Snipe were spotted by
the keen-eyed on a grassy islet and our first Spanish Imperial Eagle was identified by its white shoulder-patches on a distant tree.

El Rocio across wetlands from the bridge
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The enthusiastic group spotted Marsh Harrier, Black-winged Stilt, a smart Glossy Ibis preening in the reeds as well as a plethora of
wildfowl; our guide pointed out Purple Swamphens barging about in the reedbed,
Spoonbills with coloured leg-bands and Black-tailed Godwits coming in to land
showing their diagnostic white wing-bars. Still we were searching close by in the
reeds for an elusive female Bluethroat seen earlier.
Finally a female type Bluethroat was located on the muddy margins and a few
record photos were hard won. The drivers repositioned the vans whilst we viewed
Stonechats, Chiffchaff, White Wagtail, Cetti’s Warbler and a pair of Sardinian
Warblers scolding in the dried reeds.
Next we climbed aboard the vehicles and headed to our countryside hotel. We
took the back roads through the Stone Pine woodlands, Cristian informing us that
these trees produce the ‘pine-nuts’ that we eat. This fenced road had many
underpasses and piles of logs to make safe exit routes for any of the 50 wild Lynx
in the area.
We were delighted with our African ranch-style hotel, each of us having our own
verandah plus Little Owl calling from the roof and Tawny Owl calling in the

Glossy Ibis

woods. The blue gin and tonics became the Avian Adventures Team tipple of
choice! A generous three-course meal with wine was enjoyed.
Day 2:
CRUISING the VIA VERDE DEHESA de ABAJO  SAND QUARRY  J.A. VALVERDE OBSERVATION CENTRE
An 8am buffet breakfast saw us ready for a prompt 9am start with our intercom set at the ready. This was pretty essential today as we
were cruising along the Via Verde, at the border lands of the Nature Park, and many tracks and turn-offs would be required!
As we gathered outside the hotel, Black Redstart, Chaffinch, Meadow Pipit and Blackbird were our first birds seen on the hotel grass.
The sandy road was rather waterlogged but the way was without incident, despite a few sideward slithers.
In the wooded areas Serins were singing their sizzling songs, Chaffinches ‘pink-pinking’ and a bush full of Corn Buntings were
‘jangling their keys’! The landscape now was of farmland, citrus groves and newly ploughed fields. Cattle Egrets were busy feeding in
the fresh furrows. The scene was bucolic with cows grazing in the wet roadside meadows as we made our first stop by water pumps in
a flooded field. The Avian Team, with telescopes assembled, were soon onto dozens of Little Ringed Plovers, which were running

Avian Adventures Team

and stopping like clockwork toys; a single Common Ringed Plover was noted but it was a hard search to discern it among the muddy
undulations. Our eagle-eyed guide found us a couple of Temminck’s Stints as a Green Sandpiper flew from the ditch. A Linnet flock
bounced overhead and a distant Raven was spotted. One lucky lady crossed the road to find a Kingfisher; others followed but found
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only sticky mud!!! We reboarded our vehicles hastily wiping our claggy boots. A flock of Spanish Sparrows was admired in the
roadside tamarisks and Golden Plover were noted.
We crossed over a bridge and onto the raised track with the Parque Natural to the left and flooded rice fields on the right.
Six Snipe took off emitting their squelchy call. A Zitting Cisticola was heard alongside us, and endless Cetti’s Warblers shouted
explosively from the reedy ditches. The vehicles halted at a highpoint and we viewed two Wood Sandpiper picking delicately in the
corner. A Kingfisher was seen well by the group. Suddenly Cristian stopped and called excitedly “Black Stork, Black Stork, Black
Stork!” This was a wish-bird for two of the group and when our guide calls something thrice, we knew we were onto something good!
Here is an excellent photograph of the Black Stork in flight kindly shared by Dave Roach. Thanks!
Between 11and 12 we enjoyed searching for Little Stint
amongst the Dunlin, or was it the other way around!? It was a
busy feeding flock which got spooked frequently into beautiful

Black Stork

aerial manoeuvres, firstly glistening white against the blue sky
and then becoming invisible and then dark as they turned and
flipped. Aha!... a Peregrine Falcon on a pylon, maybe that was
the cause of the frequent panic. Sharp eyes keen with a new
telescope discovered our first Kentish Plovers. Cristian pointed
out Godwits feeding in a far corner and explained the salient
field marks which help to identify these as Black-tailed
Godwits. In winter plumage, firstly you can notice a plain
unmarked grey-brown back, secondly longer legs and long, nearly straight bill with orange base, diagnostic white-wing bars in flight,
but also they prefer fresher water to saline. All aboard the Skylark!
A brief photo stop was made for a secretive Squacco Heron feeding by a concrete sluice gate and then we reached our target
destination, the glorious Lake at Dehesa de Abajo, where we all had a chance to ’scope several Red-knobbed Coot as they busily
dragged up edible weed. We found three with collars and one without, their red-knobbed ‘sunglasses on their heads’ shining like
strawberry jelly in the sunlight, (how very unscientific!). As he digiscoped a
video, Cristian taught us the differing calls between the rolling ‘krrrup, krrrup’
of the Red-knobbed compared to the harsher, more nasal trumpeting call of the
Common Coot. Little and Black-necked Grebes were enjoyed.
The raucous Glossy Ibis were panicked into nervous flight as well as a calling
Greenshank “choo, choo, choo”. An Avocet flock was feeding in with the
Greater Flamingos at the back of the lake. The usual ducks were represented by
Pochard, Shoveler and Shelduck; on this visit no Marbled Teal were observed.

Red-knobbed Coot
White Stork

We made our way to the Visitors’ Centre at 2pm, with a brief pause for
White Storks on nests in the entrance driveway.
Our picnic bags were handed out from the van, but there was too much
birding to do! A Short-eared Owl shot out of one of the picnic site trees
and we followed with binoculars until we could ‘scope it on a low
branch of a parkland tree. Thekla Larks were prancing about the dry
hillside and a Southern Grey Shrike and a Hoopoe were seen by a few.
Warming café con leché, fresh orange juice and crisps augmented our
already generous picnic bags. The shop attracted a few ardent shoppers
with herbs, honey, postcards, posters and souvenir trinkets.
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It was time to move habitat to an area of red sandy cliffs with small pools surrounded by tamarisks. A huge quantity of Night Herons
were ’scoped draped about in the bushes; we estimated a roost
of 60. The roadside was not ideal for parking, so we soon
moved on, however not before Dave managed this impressive
photo of an adult Black-crowned Night Heron.
A Great White Egret was noted, appearing gigantic against the
other egrets and at 4.30pm we were watching a ringtail Hen
Harrier in low flight over a fallow field.
A Barn Owl was well hidden in a thicket, but we all managed
glimpses of this fine bird. Now we were on the Corredor Verde

Black-crowned
Night Heron

del Guadiamar and stopped at the corner of the Donana Park
where it was a watery area full of feeding Chiffchaffs on one
side and a field holding 10 Common Cranes on the other.
Overhead Lesser Short-toed Larks were calling and a Yellow Wagtail’s diagnostic metallic call was heard by a few.
Our fourth scoping stop was by a rough, weedy field where gradually we picked out a few skulking Stone Curlews. After a swift coffee
and comfort stop at the closing José Antonio Valverde Observation Centre, we enjoyed wonderful sunsets over the marshes. Southern
Grey Shrike perched up on a fence-post as did a Black Redstart, while a Spoonbill and Black-winged Stilts made their homebound
flights. Wait! Uno momento por favor! We needed to check those Kestrels on the wires and ruined building. Sure enough, after much
debate about mantle markings and colour of claws, (black claws for Kestrel, pale claws for Lesser Kestrel) Lesser Kestrel was declared
and added to the list. The evening light was glorious and a Short-eared Owl seen against golden tamarisk bushes was a fitting finalé to
a great day’s birding. A bonus sighting on the return pot-holed cross-country tracks, was an Iberian Hare seen by the roadside in the
van’s headlights
We arrived home at 7.30pm in time to scrub-up before dinner at 8.30.
Birds of the day were many, with the Short-eared Owl out in front, but Black Stork, Barn Owl, Southern Grey Shrike and Redknobbed Coot all got votes. What a wonderful day!

Day 3:
EL ROCIO MARSHES  EL ACEBUCHE + PICNIC ‘PICAS’ BOARDWALK OTTER BRIDGE ORANGE GROVES
The day dawned sunny but frosty. Today we were to explore various sites around the Donana National Park.
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At 9.15am we stopped abruptly and radioed to the minibus to return as we had found a surprise flock of Waxbills in some seed-heads
by the exit-track. Delighted with our extra species we peered through allotment fences and neighbouring gardens until one showed up
on a bare twiggy tree, the bird’s conical red bill was very obvious in the bright morning sun. Now we drove through the orange groves
searching for Black-shouldered Kite, instead of which we enjoyed the low level swoops of joyous Azure-winged Magpies amongst
the Umbrella Pines.
Cyanopica cooki, the attractive and characterful Azure-winged Magpies, require
scattered woodland habitat where animals are present. These Magpies live in a group
structure and are co-operative breeders, as are Long-tailed Tits and Moorhens. We saw
several flocks noisily busying themselves around the dehesa as we drove along the
cross-country ‘Lynx’ route. In Donana there are now estimated to be only 50 wild
adult Lynx with a few introduced and so the roads have fences along them with wood
pile ramps every few hundred metres to allow the Lynx to cross back into safety and
avoid road-kill. Cristian pointed out that the woodland was actually being managed to
encourage rabbits, food to support the Lynx population.
Flocks of Serins were to be heard singing; one group made a colourful sight as 13
posed together in a bare fruit bush. We were aware the lead bus had slowed right down
and suddenly the orange grove was filled with the 40+ Stone Curlew in flight. They
could be seen both sides of the road, which meant that everyone had great views.

Azure-winged
Magpie

Further along the Lynx road, a Cirl Bunting and two Hoopoes were seen, plus plentiful
Stonechats and Black Redstarts perched on the fence posts.
Arriving back in El Rocio at 11am we paused for coffee and comfort in El Toruno Restaurant, admiring the 2,000 year old wild olive
and hearing the tale of the Madonna found hidden in the ancient gnarled tree. By 11.30am we were scanning the Marismas thoroughly,
as we all had our own scopes unpacked by this time. Gadwall was added to the list. Now a smart male Bluethroat was located on the
edge of the reeds close by, but we only managed a few quick views and record shots as he was a fast mover! It was time for lunch, so
we made for the picnic site at ‘El Acebuche’ enjoying the raucous attentions of the Azure-winged Magpies.
Next we relocated to the boardwalk at La Rocina. Here I rather reluctantly remained in the carpark to keep an eye on the vehicles! However as soon as the group left, I was well rewarded with
full views of a singing Short-toed Treecreeper and a travelling troop of Long-tailed Tits.
Looking upwards I saw a thermal full of Griffon Vultures and at least 30 White Storks.
There is an interesting information centre here with a wooden carving of a Lynx inside but today
it was closed so the group started their route along the boardwalk, first visiting an old
Woodsman’s house, simple and typical of the region. The reeds hid giggling Little Grebes,
iridescent Glossy Ibis and in the sky, a Marsh Harrier. Red Admiral, Clouded Yellow and
Processionary Moth were pointed out. The hides yielded very little new so we took a slow drive
through the heathland nearby, keeping an eye open for Lynx or other animals in between the
gorse and rosemary bushes. A Thekla Lark provided a good topic for further education: shorter
crest and beak than a Crested Lark, more contrast in breast markings having darker streaks on a
light ground. Thekla Lark has a more cheerful, shorter song with a jaunty rhythm almost saying
‘pleased to meet you’, whereas a Crested Lark has a more wistful, almost melancholy song.

Short-toed Treecreeper

We stopped to take photos of El Rocio town across the marshes from Otter Bridge, where plenty
of otter activity was evident by the ‘spraints’, but no animal was seen. However a Black Stork

dropped down behind the road embankment. Wending our way home along the A483, bumping over the sleeping policemen as we
hurried past the soul-less strawberry poly tunnels we stopped in a clearing to view a flock of Pin-tailed Sandgrouse in flight, which
transmogrified into Golden Plovers! A Common Starling flock was noted on the wires. We were just giving up when suddenly a

Kite
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hovering grey bird was spotted over the citrus trees...hoorah! Here was our Black-shouldered Kite at last. A good view was enjoyed,
many remarking on the red eye on the smudgy face!

Black-shouldered Kite
The Black-shouldered Kite put on a good hovering display,
stationary enough for us all to find it in our scopes. Fantastic, it
was interesting to see how it used its wings to tilt and turn into a
stalling hover. 7pm saw us with Blue Gin and Tonics in huge
glasses watching a Lynx video in the bar, to prepare us for what
lay ahead on the morrow. So far, 106 species had been noted in the Donana area, so most Guestimates were already looking lowish!
Day 4:
TRANSFER DAY  CORDOBA  ANDÚJAR  SIERRA MORENA  STROLL at RIO JANDULA  HOTEL
After our customary 8o’clock buffet breakfast, 9 o’clock saw us with vans packed, moving to pastures new in the rain! We set off via
Seville and Cordoba to Sierra Morena, kingdom of the Iberian Lynx! The journey was punctuated with a coffee stop and refuelling.
After 260km we turned off through Andújar town to explore the verdant, boulder strewn hillsides of the magical Sierra Morena. This is
old Spain, still unspoiled by development and therefore mercifully spared from fluorescent signs, litter and noise!
The viewpoint at Mirador El Peregrino only gave us a Robin, a couple of
Sardinian Warbler and a misty view. We stopped briefly to check for Otter
along the Rio de Jandula and found a Grey Wagtail bobbing on the rocks.
Woodlark was seen on the road. As the drizzle persisted, we ate our picnic in
the cosy dining room of our next home base, Hotel Sierra de Andújar.
After lunch, we returned to take a slow drive alongside the river Jandula.
Here the stream sparkled as it gurgled past old gnarled tree roots and rabbits
browsed contentedly, unaware that they may be on the Lynx dinner menu, or
even ours!
As it brightened a little, we strolled along the banks looking for traces of
Lynx or Otter. Four Hawfinches called and were scoped on a bare tree.
Excitement stirred as Red-legged Partridge displayed on a distant grassy

Sardinian Warbler

glade. Mistle Thrush and Nuthatch were added to the list. Wren and Iberian
Green Woodpecker were heard.

A flock of Azure-winged Magpies cackling and flitting about caught our eye; Cristian explained that this commotion can be caused by
the presence of a Lynx. Clearly Lynx spotting required a whole new set of field-skills!
Our Hotel was beautifully situated in a village with panoramic views over the surrounding countryside. The rooms were cosy, with
comfy beds and plenty of hot water. The food was delicious and our caring waiters, Juan, Louis and Manolo, took an indulgent interest
in our well-being. We all slept well after our riverside ‘tracking’ in the fresh mountain air.
Day 5:
HOTEL  RIO JANDULA BRIDGE  A6177 PANORAMIC VIEWS over LAS LANCHAS  HOTEL
At 9am, the group was ready and keen, so we made a prompt start. Here, at altitude, the grass was frosty and the cloud was lingering
beneath us like smoky ribbons in the valleys. Distant Griffon Vultures were circling, catching the thermals.
Now that we had had our Lynx watching practice, today was to be a supreme group effort. As we descended through pinewoods along
sinuous roads, we noted Woodlark, then very smart Red-legged Partridges scurrying away into cover. Olives, pines and eucalyptus
formed the mixed woodland. Another Hoopoe showed up. At 10.30 we arrived at the Lynx watching area on the Las Lanchas track and
spread out along 500metres with Cristian at one extreme with one walkie talkie and myself at the other. John and Dave were
intermediaries. The group had fun devising their own communication system of urgent hand signals! An Iberian Woodpecker laughed.
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We admired the clumps of tiny Jonquils, Rosemary and French Lavender, all in bloom after last week’s sunshine. Binoculars and
telescopes were now all lined up on the valley below. Three Red Deer
caused a stir and a rootling Wild Boar encouraged the magpies to
forage for grubs in its wake. The Mastic bushes (Pistacia lentiscus)
were full of scolding Sardinian Warblers, flitting Dartfords and dozens
of hungry Blackcaps feasting on the berries. The wind got up and 100+
Woodpigeon circled around the valley, was it a sign?
Two of the ladies were alerted by the Magpie kerfuffle and were sharp

Iberian Lynx
‘Gallo’ (by Ken)

eyed to spot it. So, at 11.30am came the first sighting of Iberian Lynx,
so close that those of the group nearest to the crossing point were able
to take some good photographs. By the time we had rounded up the

group from all their viewing points, Gallo, as Cristian thought it was by the markings, was crossing between large stacks of rocks
above the road. Those who didn’t see the full Lynx at least got a view of the powerful muscular cat three-quarter length, disappearing
behind the boulders. Surely there would be more sightings...that sighting had been a bit quicker than anticipated!
A Black Vulture appeared over the ridge, a Rock Bunting was seen along the road and a Crested Tit was observed by some. However
we were all glued to our binoculars, scanning, scanning, scanning! We

Black Vulture

reluctantly left our positions to gather on the white parapet for a picniclunch; we were glad of the sturdy bocadillos and reviving coffee.
A Blue Rock Thrush in typical stance, fluted crystal clear notes from the
top of a tall mossy boulder opposite. The weather had turned unexpectedly
cold plus there were very few rabbits to be seen. Both these factors counted
against Lynx being easily observed.
Some Red-legged Partridge called agitatedly from nearby. A few Azurewinged Magpies were flying into the bushes below us, but we realised that
they were only gathering to bathe in the tiny stream.
Fallow and Red Deer were spied shyly peeping from behind leaf-cover.
Time seemed to stand still in this tranquil landscape. It was at 5pm the wind

dropped and the sun shone. We visibly relaxed and Cristian drew our attention to a group of smart male Mouflon grazing in a clearing
by the fire-break. Such majestic creatures, their huge curly horns and white ‘saddles’ showed up well even at this distance. The
Mouflon is a type of wild sheep. Males and females live in separate groups, mixing only during the mating season which is late autumn
and early winter. Mouflon are nomadic animals, moving to find new areas that provide enough food. During the winter period, mouflon
migrate toward the lower altitudes to escape from the extremely low temperatures and lack of food. Horns of a Mouflon grow
throughout its entire life, maybe up to two feet in length. Life span can be up to 12 years in the wild. Size of horns determines status in
the group: larger horns ensure higher position and greater dominance. These look pretty dominant males!

Male Mouflon enjoying the sunshine!
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A Red-billed Chough was heard but not seen. Round the bend a Northern Goshawk was spied and there was another flurry of magpie
activity below the high lookout point. “We have a Lynx!” came the urgent call. This time it was thought to be a female Lynx, Sierpes,
whose territory was quite small and she had often been spied sitting on these boulders at dusk. As the late afternoon light began to fade,
a Little Owl started calling across the valley. Reluctantly we packed up our chairs and headed for home. We returned to our hotel for
our 8.30pm dinner, followed by the checklist, 125 bird species and the mammal list rising! Tomorrow would bring fresh chances of
finding a loitering Lynx!
Day 6:
HOTEL  LAS LANCHAS RD VIEWPOINT  LA LANCHA OLD VILLAGE MIRADOR de JANDULA  HOTEL
The day dawned sunny and clear, with a little frost. Yet again the eager group were
prompt with breakfast and well refreshed ready for another day with eyes peeled! We
paused on the Jandula Bridge to admire a Green Sandpiper in the river. By 10am we

‘Cisternas’ for winter fodder

were in the black Bull valley on the way to Las Lanchas. Hoopoe, Corn Bunting and
a covey of Red-legged Partridge were noted. Woodlarks were in the pasture amongst
huge mossy boulders and a Rock Bunting was admired at close range by the verge.
Sturdy fighting bulls grazed in grassy fields dotted with ancient gnarled cork oaks.
Regimented in rows for winter fodder, stood old circular granite cattle feeders
‘cisternas’, not needed now the spring grass had appeared.
We set up our first watch of the day spread out along the edge of the Las Lanchas
road, with a wide panoramic view. Today we limited ourselves to the area between the fire-break, the white-stone wall and the high
look-out point. Long-tailed
Tits, Blackcaps, Dartfords and

The Kingdom of a few Iberian Lynx ... a familiar view perhaps?

Sardinian Warblers were all
busy just below us. A strange
double-note call attracted our
attention; we traced it to a
Southern Grey Shrike perched
on a distant bush. It was
making a harsh ‘beep-beep’,
‘gee-gee’ sound.
Cristian had decided that this
area was our best possible
chance of a good sighting as
three different Lynx had been
reported here repeatedly over
the last weeks. Naturally
nocturnal Lynx were likely to
hide up in the middle of the

day in a mastic bush and wait for the cool of evening. In January Lynx are active in daylight hours, marking their territories and
searching for a mate. However, first and last light are favoured times. Red Deer were bellowing up the valley, still the rutting time of
year it seemed. Some magpie activity drew my attention to two mastic bushes and I saw a low spotty cat like creature slink into a bush.
However it was too small for a Lynx and in the moment of view I did not see a short upright tail. Cristian thought it could have been a
Genet. Our first Jay was noted. It was time for our picnic, so for a change of scene we moved on to the Mirador de Jandula
overlooking the reservoir, passing the abandoned village of La Lancha on the way. Yellow-legged Gull and a distant Golden Eagle
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were added to the list. Black Vultures were also seen over the ridge. No further wildlife, except a Red Fox, was spotted despite a good
search of the crags, maybe due to the presence of a noisy hunting party nearby.
We returned to Las Lanchas and kept our vigil between 4pm – 6.20pm. It was 3C with a
wind chill factor, so we were considerably warmed by the frantic arm-waving and
whistles that accompanied our third Lynx sighting. The people on the high look-out had

Iberian Lynx
‘Datura’
( by Dave )

turned around to see a Lynx pacing steadily along the track beside them only 50 yards
distant. It then went under the fence and doubled back, all the people nearby were able to
be scrambled quickly, but those of us up at the fire-break had missed it...again! It was
great that many in the group had seen it so well. The regular Iberian Lynx observers and
surveyors are familiar with the markings and characteristics of each individual and know
their territories. This then was Datura, who had been video-ed the week previously by
Jaume and Cristian. So all three animals thought to live in this area had been encountered
by our Avian Adventurers Team. Photograph by kind permission of Dave Roach.
Day 7:
HOTEL  LA VIRGEN de la CABEZA  LAS LANCHAS VIEWPOINT 
MIRADOR de JANDULA  LAS LANCHAS HOTEL SIERRA
A rather misty start today as we drove up the peak to see the Madonna and visit inside the Sanctuary. A Black Redstart curtsied and
bobbed on the parapet. A Blue Rock Thrush was keeping warm under an ornate chimney cover. No Hawfinches or Crossbills could be
seen or heard, it was a strange light and an eerie atmosphere with the swirling mist enveloping us.
We climbed into the vehicles and slowly headed through more Lynx country, arriving at our familiar patch at 10.50am. It was overcast
but we were hungry for even more sightings! It was becoming really addictive. However it was not to be, three Red Deer Stags,
two Mouflon and one Wild Boar was our tally when we set off for lunch once more to Mirador de Jandula. Our picnic spot was on a
pretty sloping meadow opposite a steep cliff where Cristian found us 26 Spanish Ibex, nimbly scampering across the rock-face.
(The Ibex, not Cristian were scampering on this occasion!)
As it was our final chance, we returned to our favoured Lynx lookout and peered hard into the landscape with our new far-seeing eyes.
Two Spanish Imperial Eagles were voted ‘Bird of the Day’, devouring a rabbit whilst they perched on top of a large tree. We were all
able to view this well through the
’scope admiring their obvious white
shoulder markings.
Our coffee break had been an
adventure in itself today, as no cups
had been packed! The inventive Irish
team came to our rescue by halving
plastic bottles with a pen-knife,
brilliant Celtic resourcefulness!
To celebrate our successful tour we
had pre-ordered a Seafood Paella,
very tasty indeed. We would have felt
a little guilty about eating rabbit!

Paella Party Celebrations!

We were kindly treated to a glass of
sparkling wine. Salud! Cheers!

Day 8: HOTEL E5/A4 CORDOBA COFFEE STOP  SEVILLE AIRPORT  UK
Waving goodbye to Manolo and Juan we set off at 8.30am arriving in perfect time to check-in for our homeward flight. We all agreed
that it had been a very happy holiday. Good Teamwork! Hasta la Vista and Muchas Gracias Cristian!

by SHENA MASKELL

